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Now I can’t talk from experience, but if I had a penis, was gay and wanted to buy a male
masturbator online, I would have a little trouble looking at standard toys that were aimed at
the heterosexual market. After all, it isn’t a vagina that you want to feel, is it? Butt boys like
butt, and there should always be an option available in order to help you get the anal sex toy
that’s going to bring you pure erotic bliss with a gay twist. Thankfully, there are solutions for
men out there that need to get their hands on a gay sex toy: let me introduce you to our
favourite range here at Adam Had Eve.
It’s called a Fleshjack, and if the success of the Fleshlight is anything to mark a product by,
you can rest assured that very few alternatives out there will bring you the pleasure that this
device does. Gay men all around the world that need to get their hands on a gay masturbation
tool need look no further than this bad boy. They come in a wide variety of forms and we
recommend you take a look at all of them if you want to have the ultimate experience. Below
are some of my favourite picks based on what real gay customers have revealed about their
prior experiences with these great pieces of kit.
Fleshjack Ice Crystal Mouth
This device is one of the more entry-level models suitable for those that are just getting into
the gay masturbation toy market. It replicates the appearance and feel of a man’s delicious
mouth around your cock with a patterned interior to bring you new levels of pleasure when
you stroke your cock. The ‘Ice Crystal’ refers to the fact that the product is translucent,
meaning that if you want to see your own dick getting a hot gay mouth wrapped around it,
you can! As with the standard Fleshlight products range, all Fleshjacks are easy to clean and
the Crystal Mouth is no exception.
Fleshjack Pink Jack Ass Vortex
I was personally recommended this item by one of my gay friends. It was his first ever gay
Fleshjack product and represents the feeling of a man’s ass being gripped around your shaft.
The vortex has a number of different non-linear ridges inside that give a new sensation every
inch, making it a perfect option for those needing variety every step of the way.
Fleshjack Boys Pornstar Models
Fleshjack has teamed up with a number of different hot gay studs that feature in a wide
variety of adult entertainment sectors to give you a truly unique, branded experience. If you
want a Fleshjack modelled to the desires of Pierre Fitch, Brent Everett or Cody Cummings,
be sure to get their exclusive custom-made gay masturbator options today!
It’s important to shop intelligently before making a purchase: with such a huge array of
Fleshjack models available, I can’t help but recommend you give all of them a good look at
and decide after weighing up the options. Buying cheap men's sex toys online should start
and finish with the Fleshjack!

